
NEWS RELEASE

Toyota Boshoku Seats and Interior Components Used in New Lexus LC 

A luxurious interior space created with advanced manufacturing technology 

KARIYA (Japan) -March 21, 2017- Toyota Boshoku Corporation (TOKYO: 3116) has 

crafted seats and interior components with cutting-edge designs and functionality for the 

new Lexus LC Luxury Coupe that went on sale this month. As a supplier of interior systems, 

we have created a luxurious interior space boasting tactile properties and feel that are a 

perfect match for this symbol of Lexus's next generation of vehicles. 

The main components we are providing for the new LC are as follows: 

Seats:Leading-edge design and superb comfort made possible by our Foam In Place Method 

Seats made with our Foam In Place Method deliver a superior sense of fit and support. First 

appearing in the May 2013 Lexus IS F-Sport, the seats have since been used in a number 

of Lexus models, including as sports seats in the new LC*1. Our genuine leather seats*2 are 

constructed with a single piece from the main part of the seat back to the shoulders, and 

has a layered construction that envelops the occupant's back. The sense of fit and 

advanced design are a perfect match for a coupe that is the symbol of Lexus's next 

generation of models. In addition to our total commitment to ride comfort, we pay minute 

attention to the form and stitch lines to produce seats with beautiful, flowing curves. 

Sports seats  Genuine leather seats 
*1: installed in LC500h, LC500h“S Package”,LC500
and LC500“S Package” 

*2: Installed in LC500h“L Package”and
LC500“L Package” 
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Door trim: Beautiful drape-like pleating enhanced by illumination 

The design features unprecedented 3D 

drape-like pleating. Line illumination mounted on 

the upper side of the pleats casts shadows that 

cause them to stand out even more, making 

the beautiful design even more striking. 

Toyota Boshoku will continue to be a company that persists in proposing excellent mobility 

for customers throughout the world, and work to offer QUALITY OF TIME AND SPACE in 

all aspects of human mobility. 

Other components installed in LC 

Interior & Exterior：Headliner, Floor carpet, Scuff plate, Pillar trim, Silencer, Sun visor, 

Package tray, Luggage side trim, Seatbelt webbing 

Unit Components：Air cleaner, Cabin air filter, Oil filter 
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